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Objectives
Questions of the Day

� What is workplace bullying?

� How does bullying impact the 
workplace?

� What is institutional bullying?

� What is the difference between 
harassment and bullying?

� What are some strategies and 
suggestions to address workplace 
bullying?

Those who can, do. 
Those who can't, bully.

� "Bullying is a compulsive need to 
displace aggression and is achieved by 
the expression of inadequacy by 
projection of that inadequacy onto 
others through control and subjugation. 

� Bullying is sustained by abdication of 
responsibility and perpetuated by a 
climate of fear, ignorance, indifference, 
silence, denial, disbelief, deception, 
evasion of accountability, tolerance and 
reward for the bully."

Tim Field, 1999 

Workplace Bullying
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What is Workplace 
Bullying?

Workplace bullying has been defined 
as:

� Repeated, health harming and abusive 

conduct committed by bosses and co-
workers

� Repeated mistreatment over time

� Work productivity sabotaged by others

� Verbal abuse

� Threatening conduct, physical or 

psychological

� Intimidation and humiliation

The Workplace Bullying Institute (WBI)

How Do You Identify a 
Bully?

� Dwells on the negative and weaknesses

� Seeks the help of other staff with promises of promotion or 
threatens disciplinary actions

� Diminishes the character and reputation with rumors and 
fabrications

� Manipulates top management to believe fabricated 
incompetence

� Makes working conditions unbearable to increase the 
target’s feeling of inadequacies

� Strips away any extra benefits, perks of the job, and special 
assignments

� Tears down the self-esteem and makes constant threats so 
there is no will to fight

� Publicizes their intention to “watch” and monitor victim

How Organizations Empower Bully Bosses, 

A Criminal In The Work Place
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How Does Bullying Impact 
Your Life?

The Significant Physical and Mental Health Problems 

� Stress, Post Traumatic Disorder

� Absenteeism and low productivity 

� Lowered self-esteem

� Anxiety 

� Digestive problems

� High blood pressure 

� Insomnia 

� Trouble with relationships 

� Financial issues due to stress

� Phobias

The Bully and the Boss in 
the Workplace 

� Workplace bullying can be the 
work of the school itself, or a 
group of teachers

� The bully can be your colleague 
or the site administrator

� You may be a bystander today 
and a target tomorrow

� We all play part in the bullies 
game by ignoring their behavior

The Characteristics of 
Institutional Workplace 

Bullying 

� Setting unreasonable expectations 
and then holding employees 
accountable

� Labeling employees as weak or not 
team players

� Creating conflicts between employees 
by promising rewards or disciplinary 
actions unless they submit falsified 
complaints against their colleagues
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Signs of Institutional 
Workplace Bullying

� Goals are not met and 
accountability is not addressed

� Resignations, request for 

transfers and grievances are 

frequent but not addressed

� Absences, stress leave, and 

work-place injuries are steadily 

increasing

� Disciplinary actions are more 

prevalent

Factors that Increase the 
Risk for Bullying 

Behaviors

� Significant changes in the 
organizational structure and/or 
personnel

� Workplace interactions diminished 
due to lack of communication, no 
worker buy-in, or group decision 
making

� Work configurations-shortage of 
staff, employee conflicts, lack of 
policies

� Employee uniqueness such as age, 
gender, novice, etc.

The Cost of Bullies $

� High turnover costs are associated with the 
training and in-service of new employees. 

� Low productivity is prevalent because the focus 
is more on survival, than the actual work. 

� Loss of innovation; the target becomes reluctant 
to explore or share their creativity or ideas

� Difficulty attracting top-notched employees 
because there is an established reputation

� Investigations and legal fees associated with 
the complaints can be very expensive

Morale and Productivity Low; 
Turnover and Sick Leave High
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Bullying vs. Harassment

� Harassment is defined as offensive and unwelcome 
conduct serious enough to adversely affect the 
terms and conditions of employment

� When bullying is focused (race/gender, etc.) it can 
be identified as harassment  

� There are no laws in California, at this time, against 
bullying in the workplace

Harassment is Illegal-
Bullying in the 

Workplace is NOT

� Sweden: Victimization At Work March 31, 1994

� Great Britain: Protection From Harassment Act 
1997

� France: Law For Social Modernization January 
2002

� U.S. Various states have anti-bullying laws-

– California 2003 (for kids)

– Oklahoma 2004 and 2007

– Hawaii 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007

– Washington 2005, 2007-2008

– 13 States since 2003

� Australia: Crimes Amendment (Bullying) Bill, 
2011 This is the first law in Australia to cover all 
forms of workplace bullying including threats 
and abusive language. Under this law this crime 
carries a penalty of up to 10 years in jail to those 
found guilty.

Good Morning America March 2008

Illegal Types of 
Harassment

• Physical: touching – pinching –

patting- grabbing - hazing or other 
initiations  - requirement of manual 

labor

• Verbal: name  calling or belittling-

sexual or degrading words – off color 
jokes or comments – questions of 

comments about personal practices-

cell phone ring tones –verbal abuse

• Visual: obscene letters or invitations –

inappropriate pictures, writing or 
objects –staring – mooning –

unwanted notes or letters –
inappropriate emails or internet usage
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It’s a Human Rights 
Issue…

“Where, after all, do universal human rights 

begin? In small places, close to home - so 
close and so small that they cannot be seen 

on any maps of the world ... the factory, 
farm, or office where he works. 

Such are the places where every man, 
woman, and child seeks equal justice, equal 

opportunity, equal dignity without 

discrimination. Unless these rights have 
meaning there, they have little meaning 

anywhere.”

Eleanor Roosevelt 

Workplace Bullying 
Statistics

� 62.5% of businesses have 
bullying issues

� 50% take no action 

� 12.5% promote bullying

� Bullying is discouraged in only 

23% of cases

Workplace Bullying Institute

2007 Workplace Bullying Survey – the largest 

scientific survey of bullying in the U.S.  

Know Bull May 2010

� The “Serial” bully lacks insight into his or her 
behavior and is oblivious to his or her 
inappropriate behavior

� Often the bully knows what he or she is doing, 
but elects to switch off the moral and ethical 
considerations by which normal people are 
bound

� If bullies know what they are doing, they are 
responsible for their behavior and thus liable for 
the consequences to other people; if the bullies 
don’t know what they are doing, they should be 
suspended from duty on the grounds of 
incompetence

Bullyonline.org      Tim Fields

The Bully
As described by Tim Field
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For Example:

� Negligence and incompetence 

� Hiring or awarding contracts to family and friends 

� Failure to fulfill obligations or meet deadlines 

� breaches of rules and regulations 

� breaches of codes of conduct 

� improper use of fraternal allegiances 

� inappropriate sexual conduct 

� being the target of previous grievance and disciplinary action 

� fraudulent qualifications and misleading or bogus claims of 

professional affiliation (check the bully's resume’ carefully)  

� being dismissed or asked to leave their previous job(s) 

� recruitment through nepotism or favoritism rather than ability 

Commits Mostly Non-Arrestable 
Offences

The Bully

Bullyonline.org Tim Field

What Can the Employee 
Do?

� Validate that you are dealing with a bully and that 

you are not the problem

� Recognize that this is about the bully’s need for 

power and control and not about your performance

� Keep a detailed journal of dates, comments, and 

witnesses of all accounts in a secure place at home

� Secure copies of all pertinent documents to 

challenge the bully’s allegations

� Anticipate the bully’s actions to discredit and deny 

any wrongdoing

� Never meet with the bully alone. If cornered, 

document the location, contents of the 

conversation, and report to the appropriate person
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Creating a Bully-Free 
Workplace

� Do not criticize or gossip about your colleague 
behind his/her back. Questions and concerns 
should be directed to the individual

� If a colleague is being criticized or gossiped 

about in your presence, confront the criticism or 
gossip and ask that it stop

� Do not participate in any conversation with 

administration that criticizes, or negatively 
speculates about any union colleague

� If you have an issue or disagreement with a 
colleague, try to work it out with  the  individual 

before complaining to administration

Ways to Support a 
Targeted Colleague

� Take the time to listen

� Take complaints seriously, don’t judge or try 
to diminish

� Offer assistance to your colleague 

� Don’t take part in the bullying

� Document what you witness

Expose the Bully

� Confront the bully in a professional manner

� Reveal the tactics the bully is using and question the need for 

such tactics

� Make everyone aware of  bullying and organize around 

institutional change

� With no anti-bullying policy, leave the site and document 

bullying behavior as your reason for leaving; try another grade 

level or site

� If leaving the district is your only option, get representation to 

help negotiate a good settlement

� When the bully points out your minor mistakes, admit it once;

don’t apologize, reinforcing the bully’s need to repetitively 

focus on trivial issues instead of the goals of the organization 

� Don’t expect to change the bully

� Hold management accountable for providing a safe work 

environment
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Take Care of Yourself 
First

• Stay calm and alert, don’t get emotional

• Consider options /do nothing to escalate 
situation

• Build a network of people who know you , 

don’t isolate –keep your friendships

• Don’t blame yourself or lose your confidence

• Get counseling, stay healthy

• Beware of mediation. This process requires 

both parties to sincerely want to solve a 
problem. Bullies have no intention of doing 
this and often use the process to further their 

bullying. 

Take It a Step Further

• Report to site rep/president

• Name the behavior and tactics when 
they are happening

• Seek help

• Educate yourself, get involved in 
helping pass laws against bullying

• Recognize myths and bad advice and 

educate others

• Document everything and look for 

patterns over time

� Adopt an anti-bullying policy

� Make certain the commitment is reiterated from 
the top administrators

� Address bullying behaviors that are witnessed 
or reported immediately

� Investigate complaints promptly and take 
necessary measures to provide a safe working 

environment

� Inform and increase awareness of all policies 

and expectations

� Evaluate climate and conduct periodic surveys 

of working conditions

� Provide specific and ongoing  training for district 
and site administrators

� Establish a contact or hotline for employees

What Can the Employer 
Do?
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Take the Challenge

There are no quick fixes,

no simple answers, or

no real solutions.

Until laws are passed to make 

bullying a crime, we need to urge 

employers to adopt policies to 

protect the rights of the worker 
and ensure safe working 

environments.

Promise me you’ll 
always REMEMBERREMEMBERREMEMBERREMEMBER:

You’re BRAVERBRAVERBRAVERBRAVER than you 

BELIEVE,BELIEVE,BELIEVE,BELIEVE, and STRONGERSTRONGERSTRONGERSTRONGER

than you SEEM,SEEM,SEEM,SEEM, and 

SMARTERSMARTERSMARTERSMARTER than you THINKTHINKTHINKTHINK

Christopher Robin to PoohChristopher Robin to PoohChristopher Robin to PoohChristopher Robin to Pooh

Resources

Internet
� www.bullyonline.com
� Know-bull.com
� www.bullyfreeatwork.com

� www.nea.org
� www.workplacebullying.org

Books
� The Bully Free Workplace, Stop Jerks, Weasels, and Snakes 

From Killing Your Organization 
Gary and Ruth F. Namie 

� Bully In Sight, How to Predict, Resist, Challenge and Combat 
Workplace Bullying
Tim Field

� The Complete Guide To Understanding, Controlling, and Stopping 
Bullies & Bullying At Work, A Complete Guide For Managers, 
Supervisors, and Co-Workers 
Margaret R. Johor

� How Organizations Empower Bully Bosses, A Criminal In The 
Work Place

Marilyn Veincentotzs

� Perfect Phrases for Dealing With Difficult Situations At Work
Susan F. Benjamin











Workplace Bullying Quiz 

Based upon the Workplace Aggression Research Questionnaire  

March 24, 2008  

Instructions: This is a screening measure to help you determine whether you might have been 

involved in workplace aggression or bullying. Answer the following questions based upon the 

co-worker's or boss's behavior during the past 6 months.  

1. Been glared at in a hostile manner?  

No 

Sometimes 

Regularly 

2. Been excluded from work-related social gatherings?  

No 

Sometimes 

Regularly 

3. Had others storm out of the work area when you entered?  

No 

Sometimes 

Regularly 

4. Had others consistently arrive late for meetings that you called?  

No 

Sometimes 

Regularly 

5. Been given the "silent treatment"?  

No 

Sometimes 

Regularly 

6. Not been given the praise for which you felt entitled?  

No 

Sometimes 

Regularly 

7. Been treated in a rude or disrespectful manner?  

No 

Sometimes 

Regularly 

 

 

 

 



8. Had others refuse your requests for assistance?  

No 

Sometimes 

Regularly 

9. Had others fail to deny false rumors about you?  

No 

Sometimes 

Regularly 

10. Been given little or no feedback about your performance?  

No 

Sometimes 

Regularly 

11. Had others delay action on matters that were important to you?  

No 

Sometimes 

Regularly 

12. Been yelled at or shouted at in a hostile manner?  

No 

Sometimes 

Regularly 

13. Been subjected to negative comments about your intelligence or competence?  

No 

Sometimes 

Regularly 

14. Had others consistently fail to return your telephone calls or respond to your 

memos or e-mail?  

No 

Sometimes 

Regularly 

15. Had your contributions ignored by others?  

No 

Yes 

Not applicable 

16. Had someone interfere with your work activities?  

No 

Sometimes 

Regularly 

 

 



17. Been subjected to mean pranks?  

No 

Sometimes 

Regularly 

18. Been lied to?  

No 

Sometimes 

Regularly 

19. Had others fail to give you information that you really needed?  

No 

Sometimes 

Regularly 

20. Been subjected to derogatory name calling?  

No 

Sometimes 

Regularly 

21. Been the target of rumors or gossip?  

No 

Sometimes 

Regularly 

22. Shown little empathy or sympathy when you were having a tough time?  

No 

Sometimes 

Regularly 

23. Had co-workers fail to defend your plans or ideas to others?  

No 

Sometimes 

Regularly 

24. Been given unreasonable class sizes/case loads  -- more than others?  

No 

Sometimes 

Regularly 

25. Had others destroy or needlessly take resources that you needed to do your  

job?  

No 

Sometimes 

Regularly 

 

 



26. Been accused of deliberately making an error?  

No 

Sometimes 

Regularly 

27. Been subjected to temper tantrums when disagreeing with someone?  

No 

Sometimes 

Regularly 

28. Been prevented from expressing yourself (for example, interrupted when 

speaking)?  

No 

Sometimes 

Regularly 

29. Had attempts made to turn other employees against you?  

No 

Sometimes 

Regularly 

30. Had someone flaunt his or her status or treat you in a condescending   

manner?  

No 

Sometimes 

Regularly 

31. Had someone else take credit for your work or ideas?  

No 

Sometimes 

Regularly 

32. Been reprimanded or "put down" in front of others?  

No 

Sometimes 

Regularly 

  

 
SCORES 

If you scored… 

34 & up Serious Bullying Likely 

17-33  Bullying Likely 

16-12  Bullying Possible 

0  -11  Bullying Unlikely 

 


